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It’s our second newsletter for 2021 and so far so
good, things seem to be improving on the work
front for many and the 3rd wave although
imminent according to experts may not be as
bad as our 2nd which is great considering how
other countries have been ravaged by Covid. 

Hopefully Covid will soon be a distant memory,
but in the meantime keep training and focusing
on improving your skills base, you never know
when you will be called to be ready. 

Take care and enjoy the newsletter and if there
is anything that you would like to share please
let us know, we’d love to share in our next
newsletter.
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Stream 1: Four Feature Films by
emerging filmmakers capped at
R4 000 000
Stream 2: Fictional Feature
Films by established filmmakers
capped at R6 000 000

“The past year has been incredibly
difficult with the pandemic hitting
so many industries around the
world. The creative community,

 as it looks to create new
opportunities for emerging
filmmakers in the local film industry
after many productions locally and
internationally had to be
halted/postponed due Covid-19
global lockdowns. The partnership
will see 6 local films funded,
categorised into 2 streams: 4
feature films with a budget of R4
million each and two feature films
with a budget of R6 million each.

The funding for the films will
alleviate the pressure filmmakers
face to raise additional funding and
boost recovery of the creative
industry from the pandemic, whilst
ensuring job creation. All 6 films
created from this fund will premiere
on Netflix first.

“We are excited as the NFVF to be
partnering with Netflix and
appreciate their investment into
local content. The incorporation of
digital platforms into our traditional
processes can only benefit the
industry further. We hope this is
simply the start in what will no
doubt be a long and fruitful
relationship,” comments NFVF
CEO, Makhosazana Khanyile.

 that we are a part of, has supported
us through the good times so we
want to help them continue to
create the stories our members
love through the $1 million Covid
Relief Fund contribution we started
last year in collaboration with
SASFED and IPO to help below-the-
line workers in South Africa’s
creative industry and now, we’re
excited to take this a step further
with this joint fund with NFVF for
above-the-line talent,” says
Netflix’s Director of Content in
Africa, Ben Amadasun.

The submission portal will go live on
the 1st of April 2021. We
encourage all filmmakers in
accordance with the eligibility
criteria to apply by visiting the
NFVF Online Application Portal from
the 1st of April 2021. More details
will be available at nfvf.com or
@nfvfsa on all social media
platforms.

Source: The Callsheet, March 18, 2021

Joint Fund Valued At R28 Million
To Provide 100% Funding To 6
Micro-budget Films To Boost
Recovery for South Africa’s
Creative Industry.

The National Film and Video

Foundation (NFVF), an agency of

the Department of Sport, Arts and

Culture, is proud to announce its

latest partnership. Netflix, the

world’s leading streaming service

with 204 million subscribers

globally is joining forces with the

NFVF in a partnership valued at

R28 million to produce six South

African feature films. The

agreement will see both partners

contributing R14 million each in

support of the production of local

films, which will include exclusive

debuts on Netflix.

The NFVF, mandated to ensure

the equitable growth of the audio-

visual industry in South Africa, is

excited to form this partnership,

LATEST NEWS
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NFVF and Netflix Sign
Partnership To Fund
Local Filmmakers

https://nfvf.praxisgms.co.za/xaLogin/NFVF/reglogin.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fdefault.aspx
http://www.nfvf.co.za/


Source : By Mother of all Nerds, February 27,
2021

Neill Blonkamp has revealed that
he is preparing the script for the
sequel to ‘District 9’, accordingly
titled ‘District 10’. Nominated for
four Oscars, including those best
film and best adapted screenplay,
the first film is considered one of
the greatest box office successes
that’s come out of South Africa.

On social networks Blomkamp

made the announcement. The

director of ‘Elysium’ and ‘Chappie’

has revealed that he is preparing

the script for the sequel together

with the co-writer of the first film,

Terri Tatchell, and with Sharlto

Copley, the leading actor of the

first installment.

Released in 2009, ‘District 9’ was

a resounding box office success,

grossing more than $210 million

worldwide, against a budget of

$30 million. Set in Johannesburg,

the film narrated how aliens that

arrived in the African country

were crowded into concentration

camps as refugees.

Two decades later, the aliens are

still refugees, not inciting a war 

against Humanity or a technological
invasion, which turns their situation
into a political and humanitarian
problem. The end of the film
tempted the possibility of a second
movie.

In fact, rumors about the sequel
have been coming out since its
premiere and subsequent triumph
in the award shows. On the other
hand, Blomkamp has pending
release ‘Demonic’, a film that he
shot last summer in British
Columbia, Canada.

LATEST NEWS

Neill Blomkamp prepares
the sequel to District 9!
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Marvel studios
‘relocating to Sydney to
film movies for next five
years’

Marvel Studios is jumping ship and
leaving the US behind to set up its
headquarters in Sydney for the
next five years.

According to reports, upcoming

Marvel movies will all be filmed

down under, with the fourth Thor

movie Love and Thunder already

getting underway in Sydney.

Marvel’s president Kevin Feige is

said to be eyeing up a permanent

move to Australia, with films,

including Guardians of the Galaxy

3 and sequels to Doctor Strange,

Captain Marvel and Black

Panther, set to be produced there. 

‘There is nowhere in the world

where films can be shot in the way

they can be here in Australia,’ an

insider told the Daily Telegraph. 

‘Sydney is the perfect place for

the Marvel blockbusters because

most are essentially shot in front

of a green screen.’ They added:

‘The whole studio is essentially

transporting itself from the US.’

It’s thought production will take

place at Moore Park’s Fox Studios

in Sydney.

Last month, filming began on

Thor: Love and Thunder, which

will see Chris Hemsworth reprise

his role as the hammer-wielding

superhero and the return of

Natalie Portman as Jane Foster.



 in order to win a bet set by his
friends at the Reform Club. 

No exact release date has yet been
set for the project, but it will
definitely arrive before the year is
out – with BBC One having
confirmed a 2021 release last year.

Around the World in 80 Days comes
to the BBC in 2021. You can order
Jules Verne’s book from Amazon. 

 Crawford-Collins saying at that
time that he was “over the moon” to
be resuming.

“This project is such a challenging
and ambitious series to put
together so it has required a huge
amount of support on all fronts to
pull it off,” he said.

“We couldn’t have achieved it
without our wonderful production
team, our stellar cast, our super
supportive broadcasters and
financiers, the inventiveness of our
directors and the ingenuity of our
wonderful writing team led by
Ashley Pharoah.”

Production on the series took the
cast and crew to Romania and
South Africa, with the shoot having
taken a combined total of five
months, discounting the delays.

The eight-part series is the latest in
a long line of adaptations of Jules
Verne’s classic novel, with Tennant
following in the footsteps of the
likes of David Niven, Pierce
Brosnan and Steve Coogan in
playing Fogg.

He is joined in the cast by a stellar
supporting line-up, including Jason
Watkins (Des), Dolly Wells
(Dracula) and Leonie Benesch (The
Crown) as well as French actor
Ibrahim Koma.

The story follows the globe-trotting
expedition of intrepid explorer
Fogg, who travels the world along
with his valet Passepartout (Koma)
and journalist Abigail Fix (Benesch)

Source :  by Radio Times, Friday, 19th March
202

Filming has wrapped on the new
BBC One adaptation of Around
the World in 80 Days, which sees
David Tennant take on the iconic
role of explorer Phileas Fogg.

Production company Slim

Film+Television announced the

news via Twitter, noting that the

wrap was all the more impressive

given it was exactly a year since

the shoot had been closed down

as a result of the coronavirus.

“Reflecting – a year ago we had to

shut down filming on

#AroundTheWorldIn80Days,” the

tweet read. “Now thrilled to have

finished the shoot! Thanks to our

fab cast, crew, co-producers

@FederationEnt, and partners.

Phew!”

After the pause, filming began

again in November, with Slim’s

Managing Director Simon

LATEST NEWS

Around the World in
80 Days starring
David Tennant
finishes filming
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/Around-World-Eighty-Jules-Verne/dp/1481954776?tag=radtim0b-21&ascsubtag=radiotimes-1108323
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Around-World-Eighty-Jules-Verne/dp/1481954776?tag=radtim0b-21&ascsubtag=radiotimes-1108323
https://www.radiotimes.com/tv/drama/around-the-world-in-80-days-release-date/


 incredible 92% critics rating on
Rotten Tomatoes. While it was due
for a global theatrical release  in
February 2021, due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, Paramount changed
this to a digital release, selling the
international distribution to Netflix.

Love & Monsters is a sci-fi
adventure set in a monster-infested
version of the world, and tells the
story of Joel Dawson (O’Brien),
who, along with the rest of
humanity, has been living
underground ever since giant
creatures took control of the land.
After reconnecting by radio with his
high school girlfriend Aimee
(Henwick), 80 miles away at a
coastal colony, the young
passionate Joel decides to embark
on a long hazardous journey alone
to be with the girl of his dreams,
encountering interesting
characters and dangerous monsters
on the way.

Of the nomination, Matthews says,
“There were so many people
involved in bringing the monsters
and world of the film to life. So, it’s
awesome to see that hard work
acknowledged.” Love and Monsters
was shot on location in Queensland,
Australia, and a Mr X team led by
Genevieve Camilleri, Matt Sloan,
Matt Everitti and Brian Cox
brought Matthews’ vision to life.

Indiewire’s David Ehrlich calls Love
and Monsters a ‘fun, imaginative,
genre-mashing adventure’ and ‘the
rarest kind of movie these days.’
The film has won over diverse
audiences and has been lauded as 

Source: The Callsheet, April 12, 2021

International blockbuster Love
and Monsters, directed by South
African Michael Matthews, has
garnered an Oscar nomination –
and has been described as ‘one of
the best surprises of 2020’.

The film has been nominated for

Best Visual Effects at the 93rd

Academy Awards, which will be

held in Los Angeles on 25 April

2021.

Love and Monsters is Matthews’

first Hollywood studio film,

working with Paramount Pictures

and the producers from 21 Laps

(Stranger Things, Arrival, Free

Guy). Starring Dylan O’Brien (The

Maze Runner Trilogy, American

Assassin), Michael Rooker

(Guardians of the Galaxy, Walking

Dead), Ariana Greenblatt

(Avengers: Infinity War), and

Jessica Henwick (The Matrix 4,

Underwater), the film opened to

rave reviews at #1 in the USA at

the end of 2020 and gained an

‘a throwback to the Amblin-era
fantasy adventure films’ and as 
 having ‘surprising emotional depth’
by other film critics, confirming that
Matthews has hit a home run with
his directorial vision.

“I loved the process of designing
and conceptualizing the creatures,
as well as the long technical
process, seeing that vision through
to the end,” Matthews says.

Born in Durban, Matthews studied
filmmaking at City Varsity in Cape
Town, before co-founding the Be
Phat Motel Film Company with
writer/producer Sean Drummond.
He went on to make his directorial
debut with Five Fingers For
Marseilles, a contemporary South
African Western that premiered at
the 2017 Toronto International
Film Festival to high acclaim,
winning five African Movie
Academy Awards, including Best
Film, Best Film in an African
Language and Best First Feature
Film by a Director. It was also a
New York Times Critics Pick and
attained worldwide distribution,
setting Matthews on the path to
directing his second feature, Love
and Monsters – and the
production’s Oscar nomination.

LATEST NEWS
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SA-Directed Film
Love and Monsters
Receives Oscar
Nomination



SNUB: “The Trial of the Chicago 7” 
Aaron Sorkin’s acclaimed film, which
won the SAG ensemble award, went
into the evening with six nominations
— and was the only best picture
nominee that went home empty-
handed. It was a surprise, considering
that it was considered a strong
contender for a best picture upset, but
don’t be surprised if Sorkin is back
soon. He’s currently shooting “Being
the Ricardos” with Oscar winners
Nicole Kidman, Javier Bardem and J.K.
Simmons.

SURPRISE: Frances McDormand, Best
Actress, “Nomadland”
Considering she starred in (and
produced!) the best picture winner and
won the BAFTA for her stunning turn
as Fern in “Nomadland,” it’s not such a
shocker McDormand walked away with
her third best actress trophy. But the
category has been up in the air all
season, with Andra Day winning
Globes, Viola Davis winning SAG and
Carey Mulligan taking home the Critics’
Choice and Spirit awards.  

SNUB: Chadwick Boseman, “Ma
Rainey’ Black Bottom” / SURPRISE:
Anthony Hopkins, “The Father”
With the best actor category being
moved to the end, it felt like the show’s
producers were gearing for a
posthumous Chadwick Boseman win.
Boseman won both the Golden Globe
and the SAG Award, but Hopkins took
home the BAFTA, which did give some
people pause. In what was likely a tight
race to the end, Hopkins took home his
second Academy Award, nearly 30
years after he won for 1991’s “Silence
of the Lambs.”

SURPRISE: “The Father,” Best
Adapted Screenplay
While many people were predicting a
win for “The Father” here, nothing was
for certain. 

Source : By Jenelle Riley Plus Icon , Variety, April 25,
2021

After all the talk about the

unexpected and unpredictable, the

93rd Academy Awards delivered with

surprise wins in the lead actor

categories for Anthony Hopkins and

Frances McDormand. Another

shocker was that best picture was not

announced last — they saved the lead

acting categories for that.

Also surprising was how smoothly the

ceremony went with some big

changes. There was a new location

(Union Station) and a revolving

audience. Many presenters spoke

from the audience. And it actually

worked.

As expected, history was made when

Chloé Zhao won best director for her

work on “Nomadland,” which also

won best picture. Both supporting

actor categories corresponded with

the SAG Award winners, with Yuh-

jung Youn of “Minari” and Daniel

Kaluuya of “Judas and the Black

Messiah” taking home trophies.

Here are some of the surprises and

snubs throughout the night:

Many felt best picture frontrunner
“Nomadland” had a strong chance,
while “Borat Subsequent Moviefilm”
won the WGA Award — where “The
Father” and “Nomadland” weren’t
eligible. But ultimately the award
went to director Florian Zeller,
adapting his own play, with help from
Christopher Hampton, who won in
this category in 1989 for “Dangerous
Liaisons.”

SURPRISE: Erik Messerschmidt, Best
Cinematography, “Mank”
Though Messerschmidt earned raves
for his stunning black-and-white
cinematography, this category had
Joshua James Richards heavily
favored for his work in “Nomadland.”
It was a tough category, packed with
greats, and a case could have been
made for any winner — but
Messerschmidt’s stunning work
portraying Hollywood of old
ultimately won the night. And for his
feature film debut as a DP, no less!
(Messerschmidt had previously shot
David Fincher’s series “Mindhunter”
and worked as a gaffer on “Gone
Girl.”)

SNUB: “One Night in Miami”
Regina King’s directorial debut went
into the evening with three
nominations: adapted screenplay,
supporting actor and best song. It was
the latter category, where the song
“Speak Now” was nominated, where
it had a strong shot, but the award
ended up going to the song “Fight for
You” from “Judas and the Black
Messiah,” with music and lyrics by
H.E.R., music by D’Mile (as Dernst
Emile II) and lyrics by Tiara Thomas.

LATEST NEWS

Oscars 2021: The Biggest
Snubs and Surprises,
From Chadwick Boseman
to Frances McDormand
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https://variety.com/t/chadwick-boseman/
https://variety.com/author/jenelle-riley/
https://variety.com/2021/film/news/2021-oscar-winners-list-1234955947/
https://variety.com/t/frances-mcdormand/


“I know there are many South
Africans who are awake in the
middle of the night to watch this
ceremony and in many ways, this
really is a tiny personal story that
played out in a sea forest at the
very tip of Africa. But on a more
universal level, I hope that it
 provided a glimpse of different
types of relationships between
human beings and the natural
world.” 

Reed has called the win an honour
and thanked the Academy and
family for their support.  

He also made special mention of the
subject of the film, South African
Craig Foster, who formed an
underwater bond with the Octopus.  

“A final extra thank you for Craig
who, while it was such an enormous
team making this film in the end, it
sort of began and ended with him
and it’s his story and he kind of
showed us that if a man can kind of
form a friendship with an octopus, it
does sort of make you wonder what
else is possible, so thank you Craig
and cheers everyone.”  

The documentary has already
scooped a number of awards in
2020 including two wins at the
Critics Choice Documentary
Awards for Best Science/Nature
Documentary and Best
Cinematography. 

It also scooped the Grand Teton
Award at the Jackson Wild Media
Awards where it received 8
nominations.

Source : News24, April 26, 2021

The film documents a year spent
by filmmaker Craig Foster
forging a relationship with a wild
common octopus in a South
African kelp forest

The South Africa Netflix

documentary My Octopus

Teacher has won the Oscar for

Best Documentary Feature at the

93rd Academy Awards Ceremony

in Los Angeles.  

The 2020 Netflix original by Pippa

Ehrlich and James Reed

documents a year spent by

filmmaker Craig Foster forging a

relationship with a wild, common

octopus in a South African kelp

forest in False Bay near Cape

Town.  

Filmmakers James Reed and

Pippa Ehrlich accepted the

honour.  

LATEST NEWS

SA's My Octopus Teacher
takes home the Oscar: 'A
huge privilege to
represent this place I
love'
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It also won the Best Feature Film
Award at the EarthX film festival. 

https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/south-african-netflix-documentary-my-octopus-teacher-nominated-for-academy-award/


Anthony Hopkins (“The Father”) 

Frances McDormand
(“Nomadland”)

“Nomadland” (Frances
McDormand, Peter Spears, Mollye
Asher, Dan Janvey and Chloé Zhao,
producers)

“Sound of Metal,” Mikkel E.G.
Nielsen

“Mank,” Erik Messerschmidt 

Yuh-Jung Youn (“Minari”)

“Tenet,” Andrew Jackson, David
Lee, Andrew Lockley and Scott
Fisher 

first Black women to win an Oscar for
makeup and hairstyle.

Netflix nabbed seven total trophies,
leading all studios, after picking up a
commanding 36 nominations.

Unlike other awards shows during the
COVID-19 pandemic, Hollywood’s
biggest night was held in person, and
televised live on ABC from the Dolby
Theatre and Union Station in Los
Angeles. All nominees and guests had
to have a minimum of two COVID-19
PCR tests performed by the Academy’s
vendor and a total of three tests in the
week leading up to the telecast.

HERE IS THE LIST OF 2021 OSCAR
WINNERS:

Best Actor in a Leading Role

Best Actress in a Leading Role

Best Picture

Best Film Editing

Best Cinematography

Best Actress in a Supporting Role

Best Visual Effects

Source : By Jake KanterJake, The UKVIEW ALL,
February 9, 2021

The Oscar ceremony was historic in

more ways than one, making the 441-

day wait for the 93rd Academy

Awards well worth it.

“The Father” star Anthony Hopkins

nabbed actor (making him the oldest

winner of an acting Oscar ever) and

Frances McDormand (“Nomadland”)

took home the actress prize, marking

two upsets. Meanwhile, Daniel

Kaluuya (“Judas and the Black

Messiah”) won for supporting actor

and “Minari’s” Yuh-Jung Youn

claimed supporting actress, becoming

the first Korean actor to do so. Nine

actors of color earned Academy

Award nominations — an Oscar

record for diversity in those

categories — but only two won.

Additionally, more women were

nominated in 2021 than in any

previous year.

“Nomadland’s” Chloé Zhao made

history as well, becoming the second

woman and the first woman of color

to win an Oscar for directing. The

film, a portrait of a woman who

adopts a nomadic lifestyle, also won

best picture.

“Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom’s” Mia

Neal and Jamika Wilson became the

LATEST NEWS

Oscars 2021: The
Winners List
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“My Octopus Teacher,” Pippa
Ehrlich, James Reed and Craig
Foster 

Chloé Zhao (“Nomadland”)

Daniel Kaluuya (“Judas and the
Black Messiah”)

“The Father,” Christopher
Hampton and Florian Zeller

“Promising Young Woman,”
Emerald Fennell 

Best Documentary Feature

Best Director

Best Actor in a Supporting Role

Best Adapted Screenplay

Best Original Screenplay

https://variety.com/2021/awards/news/netflix-oscars-most-wins-1234959949/
https://variety.com/2021/awards/news/netflix-oscars-most-wins-1234959949/
https://variety.com/2021/awards/news/netflix-oscars-most-wins-1234959949/
https://variety.com/2021/film/news/oscars-2021-academy-awards-show-1234959944/
https://variety.com/2021/awards/news/anthony-hopkins-best-actor-oscar-upset-1234959766/
https://variety.com/2021/film/news/oscars-best-actress-frances-mcdormand-1234959026/
https://variety.com/2021/film/news/daniel-kaluuya-oscar-best-supporting-actor-judas-and-the-black-messiah-1234959322/
https://variety.com/2021/film/news/yuh-jung-youn-oscar-best-supporting-actress-minari-1234957087/
https://variety.com/2021/film/news/chloe-zhao-oscar-best-director-nomadland-1234954635/


MEMBER NEWS

MARCH
 

Dermot Brogan - 02

Robin Klaasen - 03

Andre van Der Burgh - 06

Zahir Carlie - 09

Matthew Wood - 14

Minky Ndlovu - 14

Mandla Nkambule - 18

Steven Goncalves - 23

Vernon Willemse - 29

Frans Steyn - 31

upcoming workshop
run by Bryan Wale.

APRIL
 

Leanne Mullon - 20
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Bryan runs a Tactical Training company based

mainly in Johannesburg, but travels nationwide

to give courses, consultancy and workshops for

Specialist Security Companies, Close Protection

and Tactical Teams.

He will be in Cape Town hosting a Combat and

Tactical Realism workshop for Stunt Performers

who would be interested in enhancing their

Firearms handling and Tactical Team

movements, with a strong grounding in Real

World techniques to help them portray a

confident and authentic set of characteristics on

screen.

 

With 10 years of experience in High Risk Tactical

and Close Protection teams in South Africa and

neighbouring countries, he aims to impart

skillsets and weapon handling techniques that

look and feel professional and are aligned with

International best practice. he has a great love

for film and the stunts involved, having

previously run successful workshops for

performers before.

The cost has been discounted by 55% compared

to a similar course he ran in 2019 and it

includes an additional day



Frans Styen

Lana Katz 

Leander Lacey

Melain Hampshire

Mick Milligan

Paul Hampshire

Warren Knipe

The website is 100% up and running and being used as a

resource by coordinators. Anyone visiting the website

can view your details and prints z-cards which makes life

much easier for all. Therefore it is important to make

sure all your info and pictures are up to date and correct.

If you have not yet registered please do so and send

updated images to sastuntcrew@gmail.com.

8 separate images 1) Front 2) 45° 3) Side 4) back (4 head and

shoulders and 4 full length).

Do not resize or crop images. I will resize and the website will

automatically creates z-card when uploaded.

You can send a separate headshot as your profile image (This

can be a professional shot).

No edited or filtered images

Make sure to have a nice clean background, preferably a

white or grey wall, but any clean background is good.

Guys wear Shorts and a vest. 

All images to be in colour.

Website Registration

Images Specs:

Frans Steyn

Francois Groenewald

Matt Esof

Toni Jean Erasmus

Nathan Barris

Francois Grobbelaar

Joe Spilhaus

Lana Katz

Melain Hampshire

To be finalized so will keep you guys

updated

TRAINING COMMITTEE:

RIGGING COMMITTEE:

MARKETING COMMITTEE:

DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE:
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REMINDERS

THE MARTINI SHOT

SASA BOARD MEMBERS:

committees

http://gmail.com/


/SASA

THAT'S A WRAP

youtube/sasa SASA admin@sastuntcrew.co.za

#STUNTLIFE

@sasa admin@sastuntcrew.co.za


